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Abstract. Contemporarily, Long-Short Term Memory Model is becoming a
widely applied machine learning models in time series data prediction. This arti-
cle introduces background of LSTM Models and its concept with an applica-
tion example to propose some perspectives and expectations on cryptocurrency
price prediction (specifically, bitcoin in this paper). According to the results, the
prediction results tally well with the real price, indicating the feasibility for the
implementation of such a state-of-art machine learning models in cryptocurrency
pricing. These results shed light on future development of price prediction based
on machine learning for investors.
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1 Introduction

To trace the origin of digital currency, a significant time period is 1982. In this year,
David Chaum, who is considered as the ‘Godfather’ of digital currency published his
revolutionary work toward the world, a dissertation named Computer Systems Estab-
lished, Maintained, and Trusted by Mutually Suspicious Groups. In this article, Chaum
mentioned the idea of decentralization and proposed several potential solutions toward
how to set up trusted computing among mutually suspicious groups [4]. In 1995, Chaum
created eCash that is known as the first digital currency in human history. Chaum’s
contribution toward digital world is undeniable. The person who really presented digital
currency to public’s vision, however, is Satoshi Nakamoto. In 2008, this well-known
cyberpunk published his famous work Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System.
Nakamoto presents public a new way of trading in ‘purely peer to peer version’ [8].
He explains how to establish electronic trading system with decentralization in detail.
Only one year of the article was published, Bitcoin was created and came to public’s
view. After Bitcoin was created, its value is one of the most important things that people
care about. The price for Bitcoin would not be defined as ‘stable’ ever since it has been
created. Bitcoin official website defines it as ‘a high risk asset’ for now, and the price
of Bitcoin is unpredictable due to its young economic [1]. This proclamation is a great
proof that fluctuation over Bitcoin’s price is dramatic. Due to its unstable price level, the
prediction over Bitcoin becoming a hot topic recently.
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There are uncountable models in predicting Bitcoin’s price level. The most funda-
mental model is named Linear Regression Model. In simple words, linear regression
model could be used to predict new value of variables as output with the provided vari-
ables. When there’s only one input variable, the method is called simple linear regres-
sion.When there aremultiple input variables, themethods would becomemultiple linear
regression. Although Linear Regression Model is useful, it isn’t always efficient enough
to predict precise data. Basic Linear RegressionModel could be simply represented with

h(x) = w1x1+ w2x2+ w3x3+ . . . + wnxn+ b (1)

Sometimes, the output for Linear Regression Model may not be a linear line, which
leads to the drawbacks of Linear Regression Model. For non-linear data with correlated
polynomial regression feature, it’s hard for Linear Regression Model to testing out the
correct output. Besides, Linear Regression Model doesn’t own strong ability to handle
with highly complex data. To improve the prediction result, plenty of new models are
developed from the idea based on Linear Regression Model such as Auto Regressive
Integrated Moving Average, Attention Model, DNN, etc. Among all the models, LSTM
Model is definite the one which attracts the attention of companies and researchers.

The full name for LSTM Model is Long-short Term Memory Model. Schimdhube
andHochreiter brings out the idea of LSTMModel based on network element structure’s
improvement in Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [6]. The original Recurrent Neutral
Network Model isn’t able to efficiently manage a large number of strings, which caused
so called ‘Vanishing Gradient Problem’. Long-short Term Memory Model was created
for solving this tough work. Compared with RNN Model, LSTM Model has a better
adaptation in dealing with data which contains higher time series correlation. Many
firms used or are using LSTMModel into the daily life application. For example, Google
applied LSTM into the area of language recognizance and translation. Apple used LSTM
Model to strengthen the identification ability of Siri. On the micro level, uncountable
scholars adopted LSTM as method of financial analysis. Song Gang applied LSTM
Model into predicting the stock’s price which randomly selected from Shanghai Stock
Market, Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Market and Shenzhen Stock Exchange
[9]. In 2018, Fisher used LSTM Model to predict the stock market’s tendency and
analysis what is the most profitable combination of stock by applying LSTM [5]. From
these examples, LSTM exhibits its powerful function as a deep learning model. Besides,
LSTMModel also embraces an excellent flexibility. There are many developed model or
improved model appeared to public depends on LSTM Model. In 2019, Tima Taewook
and his team mentions a combined model with LSTM Model and CNN to predict the
fluctuation of stock market [10]. Kim and Change united GARCH Model and LSTM
Model to a whole new model [7]. Tang and his team created the concept of TD-LSTM
Model and TC-LSTMModel [11]. Chen Lu proposed the idea of LSTM-ATTEModel to
predict consequence in different time period [3]. To better understand the way the LSTM
Model could be used to predict Bitcoin’s price fluctuation, this article would present an
experiment by analyzing data and results. The rest part of the paper is organized as
follows. The Sect. 2 will introduce the data origination as well as the LSTM model.
Subsequently, the Sect. 3 will present the results of the prediction models. Afterwards,
the Sect. 4 will demonstrate the explanation of the results as well as the limitations of
the paper.
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Fig. 1. Bitcoin’s candlestick chart from 2016–2021 [2] (Photo credit: Original)

Eventually, a brief summary is given in Sect. 5 with drawbacks and expectation
toward the future of LSTM Models application.

2 Data and Method

In this experiment, data is collected from the database of Investing.com, which is one
of the top financial websites in the world which provides reliable market information.
Data includes Bitcoins’ useful index which could used for prediction from starting day
October 30 2016 to October 30 2021. The time frame for the set of data is counted daily.
Data includes Open Price at the beginning of the day, Close Price at the end of the day,
Highest and Lowest price for Bitcoin of the day and trading volume. Figure 1 presents
Candlestick chart for Bitcoin since 2016.

The typical structure that LSTM Model has but RNN Model doesn’t is it contains
several gates in different layers. There are generally three kinds of gate which are forget
gates, input gates and output gates. These gates could be used to select the information
which has certain value, or the invalid data would be forget and never being used for
calculation on the next layer. These gates fit LSTM system perfectly. Each LSTM unit
has two states. One is cell state and another is hidden state. Cell states are usually update
faster in speed that hidden state. When LSTM Model dealing with input, there are four
steps for input to go through. First stage is the forget gate, the general equation for forget
stage is

ft = σ [Wf
[
ht−1, xt

] + bf (2)

where σ is sigmoid function which decides whether the input should be forgotten or
remembered for the next layer. The second gate is called input gate, with the equations

it = σ [Wi[ht−1, xt] + bi (3)

and

Ct = tanh
(
WC × [

ht−1, xt
] + bc

)
(4)
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It is also determined by sigmoid function which decides the updating rate of a
function. Ct decides how many data would add into cell. By combining forget gate and
output gate together, the equation for the state of cell should be upgraded to Ct which is
represented as f t × Ct−1 + it × Ct . The last gate the input should go through is output
gate and the equation is ht = ot × tanh(Ct). After input go through these three gates
in this unit, the output generated is next unit’s hidden input. This is the basic idea and
procedure of how LSTMworks. For this experiment, the Python3.0 is chosen as the tool
to do the prediction. The input variables include Close Price, Open Price, Highest Price
of the day, Lowest Price of the day and Trading Volume. These input values are used
to generate an output, which is the fluctuation percentage in Bitcoin price. The output
created by LSTM is utilized to compare with the historical data and do the conclusion.
First, data is imported into to LSTM Model. There are totally 1828 sets of data. These
sets of data are divided into 92% and 8%. 92% which is around 1686 sets of data are
used as the data for training in LSTMModel. 8%, which is around 140 pieces of data is
used to test the accuracy of prediction and would also be used to do the comparison. For
the variable setting, the variables are set up that every other 100 epochs, the studying
efficiency would become 1/10 of the origin. For batch size, it is set as 256, this means
that 256 sets of data are used to do the training each time. This number is used to speed
up the process of training and fits the memory of normal computers. For epochs, the
number that set as 40. These two settings represent that we are training using 256 sets of

Fig. 2. The test and prediction of the first experiment and second experiment (from the upper to
the lower) (Photo credit: Original)
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data out of 1868 sets of data to do 40 times training. In order to minimize the influence
of parameters setting inside the LSTM model. Experiment is done again with different
batch size and epochs. For the second experiment, new epochs are set up as 50 and batch
size as 128. In general, the experiment is done by twice to eliminate the error and two
experiments results are obtained.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows 140 prediction data and compare itwith real data. Blue lines represent 140
real data that is used for prediction and orange lines represent the predicted data. X axis
represents the number of data that put in testing in unit of sets and Y axis represents the
fluctuation ratio in unit of %. During the process, The Mean Square Error for predicted
data in the first experiment is approximately 0.0089 and predicated data’ MSE in second
experiment is around 0.0079. During the process while LSTM is generating output. The
model also presents the level of fit between predicted output and real output. This is
related with loss value. The relationship between Loss value and number of Epochs is

Fig. 3. Loss Value as a function of Number of Epochs in the first (upper) and second experiment
(lower). (Photo credit: Original)
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concluded in Fig. 3. Here, y axis represents the loss value and x axis represents the
number of Epochs. According to the results, the data could be concluded that Loss
value is constantly decreasing with the increasing number of epochs. This relationship
generally reflects the fact that predicted data had a relatively accurate toward the real data.
Comparing two experiment, second experiment embraces a larger loss with the changing
of batch size and epoch as shown in the Fig. 3. In general, both of the experiment does
a relatively accurate prediction toward the real value.

4 Discussion

From the obtained results and the given parameters, Long-short Term Memory Model
definitely has a strong effect in predicting the price fluctuation of Bitcoin. Nevertheless,
the predicted data generated by using LSTM still has obvious different while both of
them are presented in the same graph. It’s time to consider why such difference appeared
between real and predicted. The first reason can be attributed to the total number of sets of
data. Even though in our experiment, our inputs contain 1686 sets of data, the frequency
doesn’t seem high enough to obtain more accurate value. Higher frequency in data might
lead to a more precise prediction outcome. Second possible reason causes the difference
is that there might not have enough input in each set of data. Even though five inputs
are used try to figure out one output. The more input provided with LSTM, the more
precisely the output model could generate. Third reason is ascribed to ISTM itself. As
mentioned earlier, the LSTM is setting by layer to layer. During the its progress dealing
with the data, i.e., the predicted data in LSTM model is mainly depends on previous
predicted data. In LSTM, data has a strong relationship with previous predicted data.
The later predicted data is the tendency of previous sets of data rather the all sets of data.
This leads to the larger standard error of predicted data than real data.

5 Conclusion

In summary, this paper assesses the feasibility ofBitcoin price prediction based onLSTM
model. Primarily, the theory towards LSTM Model and the way to apply LSTM Model
works in predicting the price of Bitcoin are demonstrated. According to the results,
LSTM Model exhibit an impressive value on predicting price fluctuation of Bitcoin.
However, the high requirement toward data collection and LSTMModel’s basic theory’s
shortagemake LSTMModel become not that perfect.Moreover, it’s crucial to not ignore
that there are still unpredictable reasons in real life like psychological behavior made by
human beings that couldn’t be simply presented in amodel, e.g., psychological behavior.
Nevertheless, LSTM Model owns a high flexibility, hence there will definitely appear
more newmodels which developed based LSTMmodel and present a better performance
in prediction in the future. Overall, these results offer a guideline for price prediction
for financial data based on LSTM model.
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